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a b s t r a c t

A substantial body of research supports a dual-process theory of moral judgment, according to which
characteristically deontological judgments are driven by automatic emotional responses, while charac-
teristically utilitarian judgments are driven by controlled cognitive processes. This theory was initially
supported by neuroimaging and reaction time (RT) data. McGuire et al. have reanalyzed these initial
RT data and claim that, in light of their findings, the dual-process theory of moral judgment and the per-
sonal/impersonal distinction now lack support. While McGuire and colleagues have convincingly over-
turned Greene et al.’s interpretation of their original RT data, their claim that the dual-process theory
now lacks support overstates the implications of their findings. McGuire and colleagues ignore the results
of several more recent behavioral studies, including the study that bears most directly on their critique.
They dismiss without adequate justification the results of a more recent neuroimaging study, three more
recent patient studies, and an emotion–induction study. Their broader critique is based largely on their
conflation of the dual-process theory with the personal/impersonal distinction, which are independent.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

My collaborators and I have developed a dual-process theory of
moral judgment (Greene, 2007a; Greene, Morelli, Lowenberg, Ny-
strom, & Cohen, 2008; Greene, Nystrom, Engell, Darley, & Cohen,
2004; Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & Cohen, 2001),
according to which characteristically deontological judgments
(e.g. disapproving of killing one person to save several others)
are driven by automatic emotional responses, while characteristi-
cally utilitarian judgments (e.g. approving of killing one to save
several others) are driven by controlled cognitive processes. This
line of research was inspired by a philosophical puzzle known as
the Trolley Problem (Fischer & Ravizza, 1992; Thomson, 1985): In
response to the switch dilemma (previously referred to as the trol-
ley dilemma), people typically judge that it is morally acceptable to
divert a runaway trolley that threatens five lives onto a side track,
where it will run over and kill only one person instead (Greene
et al., 2001; Mikhail, 2000; Petrinovich, O’Neill, & Jorgensen,
1993). In response to the contrasting footbridge dilemma, people
typically judge that it is morally unacceptable to push someone
off a footbridge and into the path of a speeding trolley, saving five
people further down the track, but killing the person pushed. The
‘‘Problem” is to explain why people respond (or ought to respond)
differently to these two dilemmas.

In studying these dilemmas, our primary aim was to better
understand the respective roles of emotional/automatic vs. con-

trolled cognitive processes in moral judgment. More specifically,
we aimed to test our dual-process theory by collecting func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and reaction time
(RT) data to test the following two claims: (1) People’s charac-
teristically deontological disapproval of actions like the one pro-
posed in the footbridge dilemma are driven by automatic
negative emotional responses. (2) Utilitarian approval of harmful
actions is driven by controlled cognitive processes. (Utilitarian
judgments occur often in response to dilemmas like the switch
dilemma and less frequently in response to dilemmas like the
footbridge dilemma.) Our secondary aim was to propose a preli-
minary theory concerning the features of the switch and foot-
bridge dilemmas that cause people to respond so differently to
them. This secondary aim was foisted upon us by the technical
requirements of fMRI. We could not simply examine the switch
and footbridge dilemmas in isolation because fMRI data are too
noisy. Instead we had to develop two sets of dilemmas, one with
the relevant features of the switch dilemma and one with the
relevant features of the footbridge dilemma. We did not know
which features were the relevant ones, but we hazarded a guess,
which became the ‘‘personal/impersonal” distinction. Dilemmas,
like the footbridge dilemma, in which the action would cause
(a) serious bodily harm, (b) to a particular person or group,
where (c) the harm does not result from deflecting an existing
threat, were classified as ‘‘personal.” The rest were classified as
‘‘impersonal.” We were aware of problems with more familiar
distinctions from the philosophical literature on the Trolley
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Problem (Fischer & Ravizza, 1992), such as the distinction be-
tween intended and foreseen harm (Thomson, 1985), and ex-
pected that our personal/impersonal distinction would soon be
replaced or substantially revised (Greene et al., 2001).

McGuire and colleagues (this issue) reanalyzed the RT data from
Greene et al. (2001), and their findings do indeed undermine our
original interpretation of those data. We reported that judgments
approving of ‘‘personal” harmful actions took longer than judg-
ments disapproving of those actions. Because such approval is gen-
erally motivated by utilitarian considerations (saving more lives),
we interpreted these results as supporting our claim that utilitar-
ian judgments are driven by controlled cognitive processes, the
engagement of which is reflected in longer RTs. McGuire and col-
leagues have shown that the effect we reported is an artifact: In
the subset of dilemmas in which there is a genuine conflict be-
tween utilitarian considerations and other considerations (as in
the footbridge dilemma), there is no RT effect. The apparent RT ef-
fect was generated by the inclusion of several ‘‘dilemmas” in which
a personal harm has no compelling utilitarian rationale. These
dilemmas reliably elicited fast, disapproving judgments, skewing
the data.

McGuire and colleagues’ reanalysis is an excellent piece of sci-
entific detective-work, and it serves as a lesson to me and, I hope,
other researchers. However, their critique dramatically overstates
the implications of their findings for the dual-process theory of
moral judgment. Their critique has two principal problems: First,
it unjustifiably dismisses and ignores more recent research sup-
porting the dual-process theory, research that avoids the method-
ological problem they have identified. Second, it conflates two
different scientific ideas: the dual-process theory of moral judg-
ment and the personal/impersonal distinction as drawn in Greene
et al. (2001). This conflation leads them to mischaracterize their
own critique and is related to their unjustified dismissal of more
recent evidence.

First, we will consider the evidence that McGuire and col-
leagues ignore. The problem identified by McGuire and col-
leagues was first brought to my attention by Liane Young
(personal communication) who performed a similar reanalysis
of our 2001 RT data. Prompted in part by her discovery, my col-
leagues and I conducted a cognitive load study (Greene et al.,
2008) aimed at generating stronger evidence for the implication
of controlled cognitive processes in utilitarian moral judgment.
This study focused on ‘‘high-conflict” personal moral dilemmas
(Koenigs et al., 2007) that (a) propose a harmful action with a
clear utilitarian rationale and (b) reliably elicit conflicting judg-
ments from normal participants. (The footbridge dilemma is a
high-conflict dilemma, but other dilemmas more reliably elicit
disagreement among subjects.) Subjects responded to these
dilemmas under cognitive load and in a control condition. The
load selectively interfered with the utilitarian judgments,
increasing their RTs, but had no effect on RT for the deontolog-
ical judgments. (The RTs for the deontologial judgments were
non-significantly faster under load.) These results more effec-
tively make the point we attempted to make with our original
RT data: Utilitarian judgments depend preferentially on con-
trolled cognitive processes (which are susceptible to interference
by cognitive load). I emphasize that these results in no way de-
pend on the personal/impersonal distinction, as ‘‘personal” and
‘‘impersonal” dilemmas were never compared in this study.
Nor do these results depend on data from the ‘‘low-conflict”
‘‘personal” dilemmas that artificially generated the RT effect in
Greene et al. (2001). Finally, I note that the selective effect of
load on utilitarian judgment was also observed in an item-based
analysis.

Next we turn to McGuire et al.’s conflation of the dual-pro-
cess theory and the personal/impersonal distinction. According

to the dual-process theory, people respond negatively to the
footbridge dilemma because something about the action in this
dilemma elicits a prepotent negative emotional response, one
that is not elicited by the action in the switch dilemma, at least
not as strongly. This negative emotional response conflicts with
(and typically out-competes) the controlled cognitive processes
that favor utilitarian judgment in this case. Note that this theory,
as stated, says nothing about why the footbridge dilemma elicits
a stronger negative emotional response than the switch dilemma.
It could be because the harm in that case is more ‘‘personal” as
defined in Greene et al. (2001), because it’s intentional (Cush-
man, Young, & Hauser, 2006; Mikhail, 2000; Moore, Clark, &
Kane, 2008; Schaich Borg, Hynes, Van Horn, Grafton, & Sinnott-
Armstrong, 2006), because it involves an intervention on the vic-
tim (Waldmann & Dieterich, 2007), because it is more direct
(Moore et al., 2008; Royzman & Baron, 2002), because it involves
physical contact (Cushman et al., 2006), because it involves a
combination of ‘‘personal force” and intention (Greene, Cushman,
Stewart, Lowenberg, Nystrom, & Cohen, in press), or for some
other reason. In other words, the dual-process theory could be
completely right, even if the personal/impersonal distinction is
completely wrong. The reverse is also true. The computations
attributed to distinct systems by the dual-process theory could,
in principle, be accomplished by a single system employing a
weighted combination of Greene et al.’s (2001) three ‘‘personal-
ness” criteria and a utilitarian principle.

McGuire and colleagues emphasize their doubts about the per-
sonal/impersonal distinction, but their critique is better under-
stood as a critique of (one piece of evidence for) the dual-process
theory. Their key finding is that there is no RT difference between
utilitarian and deontological judgments in response to high-con-
flict ‘‘personal” dilemmas. This is a challenge for the dual-process
theory regardless of whether ‘‘personal” is a good way to charac-
terize these dilemmas. The personal/impersonal distinction is
effectively irrelevant to their critique. Even if the personal/imper-
sonal distinction had perfectly characterized the essential differ-
ences between our two sets of stimuli, identifying precisely those
features of the footbridge and similar dilemmas that elicit disap-
proval, McGuire et al.’s results would still pose a challenge to the
dual-process theory.

This challenge, however, has been met by a series of more re-
cent studies, including the cognitive load study described above
(Greene, et al., 2008), that support the dual-process theory without
depending on the personal/impersonal distinction. Greene et al.
(2004) showed that utilitarian judgments, as compared to charac-
teristically deontological judgments, are associated with increased
activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), a brain region
associated with cognitive control (Miller & Cohen, 2001). This com-
parison was made within high-conflict ‘‘personal” dilemmas (in
this case defined by RT on a trial-by-trial basis) and did not involve
‘‘impersonal” dilemmas at all. Thus, while these dilemmas were la-
beled ‘‘personal,” the label could change without changing the
implications of the result. Three studies of individual differences
in cognitive style/ability also support the dual-process theory,
associating utilitarian judgments with greater ‘‘need for cognition”
(Bartels, 2008), ‘‘cognitive reflection” (Hardman, 2008), and work-
ing memory capacity (Moore et al., 2008). Other studies support
the dual-process theory by implicating emotional responses in
characteristically deontological judgments. Three neuropsycholog-
ical studies (Ciaramelli, Muccioli, Ladavas, & di Pellegrino, 2007;
Koenigs et al., 2007; Mendez, Anderson, & Shapira, 2005) have
found that patients with emotion-related neurological deficits
make more utilitarian judgments. Along similar lines, Valdesolo
and DeSteno (2006) found that inducing positive emotion elicits
more utilitarian judgment. The above studies use one or more
‘‘impersonal” dilemmas as controls, but their conclusions do not
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